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The nation’s first supermarket, Piggly Wiggly, launched about 100Ys ago. Since then, grocery stores

have morphed into an ever-expanding one-stop shop for everything from milk and bread, to greeting

cards, and even hardware supplies. Now, many supermarkets, along with retailers like Walmart, are

adding cryptocurrency to that list through Coinstar. Coinstar machines offer consumers the ability to

convert loose coins into cash or e-gift cards and now, bitcoins.

While Coinstar machines aren’t seen as competitors to many community financial institutions (CFIs),

they could be, before too long. Coinstar’s foray into crypto not only provides an easy avenue for

people to access digital currencies, but it also opens up a new way to store and send money. CFIs

looking for an early-in advantage should be watching this space closely, particularly as some CFIs

have already begun dipping their toes into crypto banking. We explore the developments in

cryptocurrency exchange machines and cryptocurrency banking to keep you updated.

Cryptocurrency exchange machines - gateways to cryptocurrency 

Coinstar. With almost 20K coin-counting and collecting kiosks, Coinstar is the leading provider of

these types of self-service machines in the US. Its kiosks charge 11.9% on the total amount converted

into paper currency or gift cards, unless they select specific vendors that cover the service fee (like

Amazon, Starbucks). For a 4% fee, Coinstar users, who register their mobile phone number and an

official form of identification with the company, can convert coins into bitcoins. They are provided

with a voucher, which can then be transferred to their own digital wallet or to the wallet of someone

else who has registered with the system. As with all cryptocurrency transactions, the bitcoin shares

people receive through Coinstar become part of the blockchain transaction ledger.

Cryptocurrency ATMs. Crypto-specific ATMs have also begun gaining traction. They exist for the

sole purpose of allowing people to exchange currencies from multiple countries directly into crypto

tokens or to cash out of crypto holdings. Using crypto ATMs requires nothing more than a

cryptocurrency trading app ID (known as pockets), which is where the tokens purchased through a

crypto ATM are deposited and stored. Given the ease of using these new ATMs, they are gaining quick

acceptance within the unbanked and among groups who find them a quicker, cheaper, and easier

way of sending money overseas.

CFIs in cryptocurrency banking  

Proprietors of crypto ATMs have largely been outside the world of banking so far. Yet, their growing
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popularity has prompted traditional financial institutions to wade into various elements of crypto

banking. 

In February, a $1.5B CFI in VA started to allow its customers to both buy and redeem bitcoin at 19

of its ATMs. Another CFI with $1.4B in assets in NY introduced a bitcoin rewards debit card at the

end of last year. 

One $785MM CFI in OK recently became the first nationally-chartered, FDIC-insured institution to

begin offering crypto banking, where its customers can purchase, sell and hold up to eight different

types of cryptocurrencies through the CFI’s own interface. In the crypto banking offering, Coinbase

(which is the institution’s partner) serves as the exchange, while the CFI likens its role to serving as

the on-ramp/off-ramp and custodian for customers crypto transactions. 

Other CFIs in CA have partnered with their core, Fiserv, to offer cryptocurrency options for their

customers. This allows these institutions to stay competitive with cryptocurrency, while not directly

managing it. Having someone else store and secure the cryptocurrency lightens the load for CFIs

while they still need to work with regulators on their obligations. Third-party due diligence is critical

here. 

As the regulatory guidance around cryptocurrency advances, more widespread developments within

the traditional financial industry will likely follow. In the meantime, there are several early CFI

adopters that are finding ways to satisfy the needs of their customers safely. Finding the best way to

approach cryptocurrency is not easy, but it can be done.

BID READERS: CALLING ALL STORYTELLERS!

In our October 8th BID, we shared how some community financial institutions use storytelling to

connect with customers as they provide information on their products and services. Do you use

storytelling? Would you be willing to share one with us? We are planning a special BID issue to share

our readers’ stories. Send your stories to steve.brown@pcbb.com by December 1. We would love to

hear from you!

ECONOMY & RATES

Rates As Of: 11/19/2021 09:22AM (GMT-0800)

Treasury Yields MTD Chg YTD Chg

3M 0.05 0.00 -0.04

6M 0.06 -0.01 -0.03

1Y 0.16 0.01 0.05

2Y 0.49 -0.01 0.37

5Y 1.19 0.01 0.83

10Y 1.54 -0.02 0.62

30Y 1.92 -0.02 0.27

FF Market FF Disc IOER (Interest on Excess Reserves)

0.08 0.25 0.15

SOFR Prime OBFR (Overnight Bank Funding Rate)

0.05 3.25 0.07
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